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IINTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Need for The Study
Among the numerous features which are concerned in the
organization and administration of a secondary school, one
which is important and which challenges careful considera-
tion by the principal is the matter of pupil participation
in the government of the school. Is it a desirable feature?
What are its advantages and disadvantages? How do pupils
react toward such a plan? What are its outcomes in the
lives of the pupils? How does it actually work out in a
school? These and many similar questions arise in the mind
of a school administrator.
An analysis was made of the biennial reports of second-
ary-school principals of the State of Massachusetts to de-
termine to what extent pupil participation was in effect.
It was found that approximately only 35 per cent of these
schools had a student council or reported some sort of plan
of pupil participation in school government. Studies which
have been made on a national scale indicate that pupil par-
ticipation in government is practiced in but a small part
of the secondary schools of the land, although the percentag
-1

2is higher in the elementary schools and is also high in
colleges
.
In schools where such plans are in effect there are so
many reports of the great values accruing to pupils in
character and citizenship training that it was felt these
should he brought together and made available to administra-
tors and teachers of this state.
The Problem
The writer had previously attempted to inaugurate a
student council plan in his school without a great deal of
success. Having heard of the success of such plans from
other administrators, and feeling that there was no reason
why a practical and workable plan could not be put into ef-
fect in his school, he felt that a study of the entire field
would be a worth-while service problem. For that reason this
thesis was developed.
At the outset it seems important to explain exactly
what is meant by the caption "pupil participation in school
government." Other names used by various writers are "pupil
government", "pupil- centric government", "student self-
government" and "participation in school control." In ef-
fect they all stand for one and the same thing, namely—
a
plan whereby principal, teachers and pupils function co-
operatively in carrying on both curricular and extra- cur-
riculum activities, including the conduct, order and disci-
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5pline of the pupils themselves. Actually there is not and
can never be such a thing as "pupil self-government", at
least not in a public school. By law the principal of a
school has delegated to him the final responsibility for
the proper conduct of his school, and never can nor should
hand this over to any pupil group.
The plan may be developed in any one of a number of
forms depending upon the local school situation. The thing
to be constantly borne in mind is that it carries out the
fundamental philosophy of student co-operative activity
under faculty supervision and guidance. There is no ideal
plan equally applicable in all schools. One should avoid
copying a plan which successfully operates in another school
without adapting it to meet the needs of his particular
school. The statement often made regarding diets that "what
is one man's food is another man's poison" may be equally
true in this regard. It has been shown that improper adap-
tation has often resulted in failure, and caused lack of
confidence in the whole idea.
Sources and Methods
The plan of development of this thesis is by the
technique of analysis, interpretation, and re-synthesis of
as much of the existing writings on the subject as is possi-
ble. There was a copious amount of material found in the
form of magazine articles contributed from teachers and
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4administrators in the schools, where plans of pupil partici-
pation were in operation. In addition there were several
"books wholly devoted to this subject besides one or more
chapters in various books in the fields of school adminis-
tration, guidance, extra- curriculum activities, home rooms
and civics. The writer has attempted to evaluate this
material, sift the wheat from the chaff and record that
which seemed to be of most value.
Value of The Study
This study should furnish helpful information in
readily available form to those interested along the fol-
lowing lines:
1. The need for a plan of pupil participation.
2. The evolution and progress of the principle
of pupil participation.
3 . The various forms and types of plans now in use.
4. The attitude of pupils and teachers in places
where such plans are in operation.
5. The procedure in establishing a plan of pupil
government.
6. Pupil outcomes to be derived from a plan of
pupil participation.
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CHAPTER II
PURPOSES OF PUPIL PARTICIPATION
IN SCHOOL GOVERNMENT
Citizenship Teaching The Main Purpose
of Public Education
Important viewpoints regarding citizenship training
.
-
Educators generally agree that the main purpose of public
education is preparation of youth for the duties and re-
sponsibilities of citizenship. This philosophy is based
upon the ideals and beliefs of those great statesmen who
were instrumental in founding our republic. The following
beliefs of some of these revered founders, are given in one
of the best works covering this field.^
Franklin : We must educate for public service.
Washington : An enlightened opinion on self-
government is all important.
Adams : We should educate for civic and moral
duties
.
Madison and Monroe : We should have education
for government.
Jefferson : The duties of a citizen are to know
what is going on and to make each,
his part, go right.
v~"y. 0. Howaen and I. C. Clarke, Tomorrow’s Americans ,
G. P. Putnam’s Sons., New York, 1930. P .3.
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Resolution of Department of Superintendence . -The proof
that educators not only realize the value of citizenship
training, hut are also earnestly working toward this aim is
clearly shown in the resolution adopted by those in atten-
dance at the annual meeting of the Department of Superinten
6
4/
ence at Cleveland in 1929.
"Again we remind ourselves that our state
systems of education were established in accord
with the proposals of Washington, Franklin,
Jefferson and a long line of far-seeing states-
men for the purpose of preserving and improving
our political institutions."
Again we recall that our wages are paid
and our equipment provided by a tax on all the
people whether or not they be parents. Thus
reminded, we pledge ourselves anew to the direct
teaching of the duties of citizenship in all the
school grades.
Not culture, not scholarship, not self-
support, not compliance with the entrance
requirements of more advanced schools shall
turn us from the duty of teaching our youth
the needs of our civic life and from inspiring
our citizens with a determination to improve it."
Good Citizenship An Attitude
Citizenship training must be practical .- Merely to
realize the importance of citizenship training, and to
state that it is the real business of public education is
not enough. Some practical method of developing good citi-
zens must be evolved.
This point is well brought out in the same book.-^/ The
authors state that good citizenship is not a thing in itself.
TT op. cit. p . 7? .
*'
.
,
.
It involves the sum total of a person's attitude toward his
7
individual, social, and economic problems, and toward the
social and economic problems of the group.
> The good citizen is developed not through facts that he
may have learned in text books, not through waving flags on
the Fourth of July and singing the national anthem once in a
while - but through his own inner processes during his growing
years, processes which he has learned while living and working
harmoniously and successfully with people who are also living
and working in his particular group.
Nearly every school system has courses in civics in the
upper grades and high school. Every child should be taught
something about the form, the mechanics of government, but it
is more important that every child should develop a civic con-
sciousness, a definite sense of his civic rights and his civic
responsibilities, and such development should be a conscious
process through every stage of his growth and expression. We
learn best to do by doing .
Citizenship training often neglected for academic train-
ing . -Overemphas i s on intellectual training, in preference to
training in citizenship, is strongly deprecated in a statement
1/m the same work. This statement, definitely open to criticize
if the writer means academic training when he speaks of train-
ing the intellect, follov:s;
"Teachers have too long been trying to develop
the intellect and neglecting the cultivating of the
motive pov/ers. The will has not been trained or di-
rected. School cannot and should not make scholars.
1/ op.cit. pp.39-40.
.*
'
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8"but citizens. Its duty is to guide students
toward proper attitudes. The student must
develop through his own efforts into a
scholar. The same applies to citizenship.
The attitude to do, to investigate, to act
on information is a proper citizenship slant.
One’s attitude is the most important
thing about him. One is not bom with it,
it is a social product and may be changed.
In this fact lies the hope of any individual
school, state and nation, and the school has
the best opportunity for guiding it properly.
Democracy is an attitude, not a form of
government, and a good citizen must have the
true spirit of democracy. Education is a
process from within, and not a plaster to be
outwardly applied."
This same theme is further emphasized as follows:
"If America is to achieve the ideals upon
which the republic was founded it must become a
citizen- centric government- --not a government by
demagogues, bosses, and politicians. To develop
a self-governing nation we must develop self-
government members of that nation, which means
that the self-government principle should be
applied in training the child in the home, and
that its application should be continued through
the school and college if it is to function at
the nation level."
Pupil Participation A Practical Means
of Citizenship Training
Heal training through pupil participation.- The plan of
I
pupil participation in school government is offered as a
satisfactory but not a sole means of giving this citizenship
training, so badly needed today. It should be considered as
a laboratory method of instruction, in which all pupils may
27 dp. cit.P~.22
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participate. The problem of school government consists in
developing the character of children through the forces that
are developing from the social relationships between pupil-
teacher contacts in the school.
For some time many experienced and progressive educators
have felt that there should be more pupil participation with
the teacher in carrying on both curricular and extra-curricu-
lum activities in the school, as well as with regard to the
conduct, order and discipline of the pupils themselves.
A teacher must realize, as Professor Dewey says, that
she is a guide and not a taskmaster. To be a good guide one
must work with and close to those being guided. Co-operation
and harmony are essential.
PMpil participation as a cooperative enterprise, im-
proves pupils and school. - Pupils and teachers cooperating
together, with some central committee or council which they
have had a voice in electing, soon develop a feeling of
ownership and pride in their school, as a result character
and habits are formed that will lead to a better and more
active pupil in the school, and therefore to a better and
more active citizen in the community. The whole idea tends
toward the development of initiative, self-reliance, a sense
of social responsibility, mutual understanding and a spirit
of cooperation resulting in a vitalizing and inspiring in-
fluence in every branch of school work.
Self-government should not be considered a device for
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the improvement of discipline. It only aims to develop the
character of pupils through their social relationships one
with another. Vitally true discipline must come from within
v
Self-government advocates Relieve that real discipline
is an effective guiding of energy toward a realization that
tends to self-development
,
and to social service, and that
it alone can give this kind of discipline. Only under such
a system can be obtained control from within, as opposed to
submission to an authority imposed from without.
Self-government is offered as an efficient method of
giving the pupils a habit of mind that will consider the
public business a matter of interest to the private citizen.
It is not a panacea for all the ills that the school is heir
to. It does not mean that all the government of the school
is in the hands of the pupils, but pupil government becomes
an aid to the regularly constituted school regime.
Self-government trains pupils to respect authority
through the realization of the necessity of it, and through
the participation in the exercise of it. It does not tend
to break down respect for constituted authority, neither
does it tend to destroy the personal influence of those in
authority, due to the closer cooperation between pupils,
principal and teachers.
Self-government supplements all school work by putting
the pupils on a sounder basis for effective work in every
branch of study. It does not add another subject to the
• -• -.•*» : V.
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curriculum
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Student government means the student’s own control of
himself, primarily, and only in a secondary sense to control
his neighbor. Student government is not the substitution of
student-officer control for that of faculty or principal
control. A partial and gradually increasing amount of self-
government is desirable, for how can anyone effectively be
taught an intelligent leadership of others, or control him-
self, without directed practice?
The above ideas are well summed up by Roemer and Allen
1/ as follows:
"To say that learning is most effective
when activity is wisely correlated with
the process is but another way of saying
that education comes from within, and
that one learns to do by doing ! A period
of participation in the school’s governing
body under wise, supervised and directed
effort, in an attempt to solve the local
and vital problems of the school’s demo-
cratic citizenship, will do more toward
helping the pupils to ’do better those
/ desirable activities they are going to do
anyway’ than will many periods of ’teacher
preaching* on the ’canned’ citizenship
discussed even in the best of civics texts."
tt Joseph Roemer and Charles F . Allen, Extra Curricula
Activities
.
D.C.Heath and Co.,Hew York. 1926. ^.77.
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HISTORY OP THE MOVEMENT

.CHAPTER III
HISTORY OF THE MOVEMENT
Pupil participation five centuries old .- One will
prohably raise the question as to when the movement of
pupils participating in the government of the school
really started. As a matter of fact Bov/den and Clarke
state that the first experiments in student participation
were "begun five centuries ago. One of the earliest was at
the University of Paris where students
,
many of them adults,
were organized into nations for self-protection and agres-
sion. In 1500 there were instances of student government
in medieval institutions of learning. Valentine Trotzendorf,
at Goldberg, Germany, introduced a system of government con-
sisting of a senate of twelve students, a council and other
officers similar in many ways to the form of student govern-
ment in some of our American colleges and universities.^
Pestalozzi the modern father of self-government . -How-
ever, up to the close of the 19th century "Birch Rod Rule"
was the orthodox practice in all civilized countries. But
then came Pestalozzi, the first great educator to preach
and practice the gospel of self-government as a teaching
1/ S.O.Bowden and I. C* Clarke, Tomorrow's Americans
G.P.Putnajn' s Sons. Hew York, 1930. p. 25
2/ Seely Levi, History of Education, American Book Company
New York City, IST4YP .170 i'i'
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method. This was introduced in his institute at Burgdort,
and was the first example of a systematized and sustained
effort to give students freedom for the purposes of their
own development and correction. He accomplished much in
the matter of creating a spirit of harmony and good will,
a lively desire to learn and a willingness to obey.—
^
American colleges inaugurate plans. -Several American
colleges should be mentioned as conducting experiments on
either the Honor System plan, or the Student Government
idea. Among the earliest attempts were those conducted by
William and Mary in 1779, and the University of Virginia
sometime previous to 1800. Toward the end of the Nineteenth
century the Universities of Illinois, South Carolina and
Maine, Indiana University and Lafayette College made at-
tempts along similar lines.
^
Early secondary school beginning. -In the field of
3/
secondary education the first attempt was made at the
Temple School in Boston. A well established plan was set
up in which a different pupil each day was chosen Superin-
tendent, who named daily punishments which Mr .Bronson Alcott
principal of the school, would inflict. It stated that
great moral progress was made.
I/1 Tucker, Ruth. Boston Teacners News Letter. 5.
2/ Bowden and Clark. Tomorrow’s Americans. G.P.Putnam’ s Sons
New York. 1930. Pp. 27-28
J3/ Ibid. Pp. 30-32.
•
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In 1860 and for over fifteen years thereafter Mr. John
MacMullen, a teacher in New York City, successfully conduc-
ted a Self-Government School.
George Junior Republic and Gill’s School City famous
experiment
.
- One of the most famous experiments was made
outside the school field. This was in 1894, and was known
as The George Junior Republic, at Ereeville, N. Y. This
began in connection with a summer vacation project on a
farm in Ithaca, II. Y. A group of young gangsters was or-
ganized along self-government lines. This movement later
developed into a school, which is still in operation. It
had a complete system of self-government, and its graduates
exhibited the spirit of self-reliance. By 1912 there were
eight other Junior Republics in this country and one in
England.
Contemporarily with this, in 1897, Mr. Wilson L.Gill
introduced a form of self-government known as a ’’School City?
in Norfolk Street Vocation School in New York City.
During the present century the idea of student govern-
ment has been gradually introduced into the public school of
this land, principally in the upper six grades. In numerous
instances it has been largely experimented, often tried and
abandoned. As a rule more of the larger high schools, than
of the smaller ones, are noted as being the experimenters.
The size of the school is a great determiner as to what form
the plan will take.
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DIFFERENT PLAITS OF PUPIL PARTICIPATION

CHAPTER IV
DIFFERENT PLANS OP PUPIL PARTICIPATION
Many Plans of Pupil Participation Exist
Student council dominates in -plans.- An examination of
pupil participation, as it is found in operation throughout
the land, discloses many different plans of organization.
Whatever the plan, there must he some central organization
about which the system may revolve. The members of this
organization are generally elected by their fellow students.
It is important that this body should operate in every pro-
gram of student government. A study made by Draper and Hyne
1/ indicated that there were at least fourteen types of
student councils alone.
The above investigation shows that the student council
is the dominant agent in the large school. Of the 153
schools answering the question, about 84 per cent were
operating under a plan in which a student council was the
dominant organ of student cooperation.
Different types of student councils .- The fourteen
types of student councils mentioned above are briefly
s
1/ Draper, Edgar M. and Hynes, Philomina, "The Student's Part
in School Administration", School Executives Magazine.
49:361-3.April, 1930 .
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summarized as follows:
A council composed of representative s from the extra-
class activities and the classes. In this case, representa-
tives are selected from the three or four classes in the
school and the more important extra-curricular activities.
A council composed of officers of the student body,
officers of the clubs in the school, and class representa-
tives.
The new feature in this organization is that almost
every important extra-curricular activity has a club which
develops its policy and the officers of these clubs are
represented on the council by the secretary.
A council composed of presidents of clubs and the
senior class editor of the paper, athletic captains, student
body, and faculty representatives.
A council composed of the principal, officers, and ex-
officers of the student body, and home room representatives.
A council composed of home room representatives, editor
of the school paper, and the athletic commissioner.
A council composed of home room representatives and
representatives from the various classes.
A council composed of home room representatives, of-
ficers of the student body, committee chairmen, faculty
advisors, school treasurer, and the principal.
A council composed entirely of home room delegates.
A council composed entirely of representatives from the
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various classes.
A council composed of class representatives, faculty
representatives, and the principal.
A council composed of home room representatives, student
cabinet, presidents of boys’ and girls’ clubs, and delegates
from the faculty.
A council made up of a house of representatives, se-
lected from all the classes, and an executive council, com-
posed of delegates from the English classes only. These
meet separately and at times consider school policies in a
joint session.
A council composed of the board of control, home room
representatives, faculty delegates and student body officers
A council composed according to the commissioner plan,
with a mayor, three boy commissioners, and a girl commis-
sioner selected from the school at large.
Four main types of student government .- An analysis by
the same writers of a large number of student body constitu-
tions of schools throughout the United States, showed many
and various types, which can be grouped under four main
headings, as follows :(1) Direct Representative Type
(2) City Government Type
(3) Home Room Type
(4) Rational Government Type
Direct representative type is simplest form .- The
direct representative form of government is probably the

18
simplest form in use in the secondary school at the present
time. The students with the advice of the principal, hold a
nominating convention two weeks before the end of the second
semester. At this time, candidates for the office of student
body president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer,
together with five candidates for the student council, are
nominated. After the candidate’s names have been approved
by the scholastic committee, a regular election is held.
The officers of the associated student body, together
with representatives of the extra-curricular activities,
five councilmen, and the principal, form the personnel of
the student council. This body prepares all assembly pro-
grams, controls extra-class activities, studies student needs,
and suggests possible legislation to the student association
although discipline is in the hands of the principal alone.
This type of student government is probably best fitted to
the smaller high school because of its simplicity of
organization.
City government type found in large schools .- In the
school city, the student body, either through a nominating
convention, primaries, or by petition, nominates candidates
for the positions of aldermen and mayor. In the general
election, then, which is held twice a year, one mayor and
six aldermen are elected for a semester. Very often voting
machines, such as are used in the regular city elections,
are employed. The oath of office is taken by every member
. .
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of the school city.
The city council, made up of the mayor and aldermen,
the girls * and hoys’ advisers, and faculty treasurer, meets
after the first six weeks’ examinations and appoints the
various managers of the working committees. These commit-
tees include uniform dress, conduct, traffic, good of the
school, extra-curricular activities, and so on. The manag-
ers of these various committees, upon call, report to the
city council their findings and suggestions.
Home room type can he used in any school .- In the
extra-curricular activity and home room type of student
government, the entire student hody is grouped, according to
abilities and interests into home room groups. One member
of the faculty is appointed to each home room. The home
room under this plan is considered the unit of local govern-
ment. It elects officers to execute the various functions.
The hoard of control is the central unit of government. It
is composed of one representative from each home room and
three faculty members who are elected by the home rooms,
together with representatives from the inter- club council.
The purpose of the inter- club council is to consider
the eligibility of clubs, to sanction every club's social
program, and to legislate all club activities. Each club
in the school sends a representative to the club council,
and two faculty members are appointed by the principal.
The inter- club council at one of its meetings appoints a
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delegate to the hoard of control.
National government type imitates federal system.- In
the national type of student government, there are three
divisions: legislative, executive, and judicial. The legis-
lative department is composed of a senate and a house of
representatives. All legislation begins in the house of
representatives and is then sent to the senate. The senate
is composed of one officer from each extra-class activity.
The executive department is composed of a president
and a vice-president. Both these officers must he members
of the senior class. The president appoints six students
to serve on his cabinet. This cabinet is purely an advisory
agency. The judicial department is composed of five members
of the supreme court and three members of the district court
These judges are appointed by the president with the approv-
al of the senate. Every action passed by any of the three
departments of government is subject to the approved, of the
principal
.
Whatever the plan of pupil participation, or whatever
the type of student government idea which operates, in brief
it might be said that any plan is satisfactory so long as it
carries out the basic fundamentals of activities of. by and
for the students, under teacher guidance.
The writer wishes to state that merely to ape some
existing mode of government in our daily life, whether it
be local, state or national, and attempt to set up a similar
•
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plan, does not seem to him to he entirely a practical idea.
The simpler the form, so long as it is workable, the more
satisfactory it will he in the long run. The carrying out
of this idea means less administrative detail, fewer pupils
to supervise and less complicated machinery.
Furthermore in all of our existing schemes of govern-
ment there exist numerous shortcomings, weaknesses and real
hazards. Student government plans must avoid the politics,
graft and corruption so prevalent in our everyday life.
I
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CHAPTER V
PUPIL ACTIVITIES UNDER PLAITS OF PUPIL PARTICIPATION
Broad Training Results From Pupil Activities
Pupils engage in many and varied activities , -The various
activities in which pupils engage, under plan of pupil par-
ticipation, are numerous. McKown ^ lists over one hundred
things v/h ich a council might handle. He places all these un-
der eight headings, which extend their influence throughout
all phases of the daily life of the school. However, Vineyard
2/
and Poole group the various activities under four headings
as follows:
(1) General problems of the school
(2) Factors promoting school spirit
(3) Promoting and regulating school organizations
(4) Disciplinary cases
Using these headings in a questionnaire, which was sent
by the above authors to three hundred secondary schools, some
being in each state in the Union, and from which 165 schools
reported, the following information was obtained as to the
frequency with which these several types of activities appear
1/ McKown, Harry C. "Extra-curricular Activities 11 , The
Macmillan Co., New York, 1931. Pp. 62-65.
2/ Vineyard, J. J. and Poole, C.F., "Student Participation in
School Government " .A. S.Barnes & Co., New York, 1930. P.47.
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Table 1, Items of School Government Discussed and Acted Upon
by Student Council or Governing Body
Rank Item Frequency Per Cent
J1
“
’ 12T ' . h) (4) „
1 General problems pertaining
welfare of the school
to
157 95
2 Factors promoting school spirit 152 92
3 Promotion and regulation of
ganizations such as clubs
or-
98 59
4 Disciplinary Cases 76 46
The authors drew from this table the following conclu-
sion:
"As may be seen from the above table, the
general problems pertaining to the welfare of
the school, such as ’Factors promoting school
spirit’ and ’Promotion and regulation of organ-
izations', constitute the chief type of activi-
ties in which the governing bodies participate,
since 157 or 95 per cent of the schools reply-
ing indicated this fact. As further evidence
that student participation is not considered a
disciplinary device, it is interest ing to note
that only 46 per cent of the schools replying
indicated that the student governing body at
all concerned itself with disciplinary cases.”
The question of whether students should handle matters
of discipline in the school is one on which many authorities
as well as many sponsors do not agree. One might go as far
as to say that this has been the reef or shoal which has
wrecked many ships of student participation. The study men-
tioned above has concerned itself with this very matter.
By way of further enlightenment as to the extent to
which students manage matters of discipline, a second table
is presented. This table indicates, so the authors believe,
that it is quite likely that student participation promotes
.a 'l lr l .*
,
>. it
,
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=
better discipline in the school.
I
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and that the matter of dis-
cipline is a cooperative one.
Table 2. Extent to Which Students Manage Matters of
Discipline
Rank Item of
Discipline
Managed by Managed by Cooper-
Students ation with faculty
Per
Frequency Cent
Per
Frequency Cent
XT Lli (3) (4) . hi . (6)
1 Order in hallways,
classrooms, toilets
and lunch rooms 48 34 92 66
2 Student loafing 25 23 88 77
3 Matters pertaining
to the destruc-
tion of school
property 23 19 96 81
4 Order in classroom 12 12 87 88
5 Thieving 12 12 88 88
6 Truancy and inde-
cency 8 10 86 88
7 Social gatherings,
such as dances
and parties 10 9 110 91
In order to indicate the spread of possible activities
the writer will now list, the suggested items of McKown^:^/
Care of School and Personal Property
1* Teach respect for all property.
2. Conduct "lost and found” department.
3. Care for school trophies.
4. Care for school equipment, desks, halls, walls, grounds.
5. Promote proper respect for neighboring private property
6. Care for school books and supplies.
TT op. cit. pp. 62-64.

27. Care for personal property, books, rubbers, and umbrella^
8. Promote safety first to and from school,
9. Organize and conduct fire drills.
10.
Study student accidents and make plans for elimination.
Service
1. Establish employment bureau.
2. Supervise service to new students.
3. Administer student loan fund.
4. 2£anage student assistance department (books, clothes,
and carfare)
.
5. Provide student coaches and helpers for weaker pupils.
6. Care for property of absentees.
7. Provide make-up helpers for absentees.
8. Help in community service, Christinas baskets.
9. Assist Red Cross and other service bureau drives.
10. Provide special help to teachers and librarians.
11. Supervise sanitation work.
12. Manage book exchange.
13. Establish information bureau.
14. Do flower and visitation work.
15. Provide milk and food for needy students.
16. Manage tutoring bureau.
Discipline
1. Make and enforce general regulations and rules.
2. Appoint study hall and library monitors.
3. Encourage good behavior about the school.
, ,
«
*
•
•
.
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4 Supervise corridor, stairways, and traffic police
5.
6 .
Be responsible for behavior in assembly and at public
events.
26
Eliminate cribbing, petty thieving, dishonesty in home
work.
7.
Encourage good behavior before and after school.
8. Recommend special measures to faculty and principal.
9, Recommend action beyond own powers.
Social Training
1. Schedule, plan and promote social functions.
2. Teach party courtesy.
3. Encourage courtesy to teachers and visitors.
4. Teach luncheon manners.
5. Teach manners for the home, the street, the bus, or car
and the theater.
6. Teach proper manners for the assembly room.
7. Welcome new students.
8. Encourage good manners at athletic contests.
9. Receive and entertain teams.
Conduct of Campaigns
1. Better speech week.
2. Clean-up week.
3. Safety first.
4. No tardiness.
5. How-o ther-3chools-do-it week.
6. Better health week.
„
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7, Better English,
8, No unnecessary absence,
9, Fire prevention.
10. Inventory week.
11. School beautiful week.
12. "Look nice" campaign.
13. Smile week.
14. Stay in school.
15. Enow your neighbor week.
16. Better book week.
Public Functions
1. Promote "open-house".
2. Schedule debates and speaking contests.
3. Schedule inter- and intra-scholastic contests.
4. Provide programs for assemblies, special days and
commencements
.
5. Promote dramatics, movies, pageants, lyeeums.
6. Promote musical productions, contests, and programs.
7. Promote exhibitions of work in art, manual training, and
home economics.
8. Promote gymnastics and swimming exhibitions.
9. Hold a "school night".
10. Train ushers and guides.
11. Hold pep meetings, parades and demonstrations.
12. Award honors and insignia.
13. Promote circus, fair, carnival, and bazaar.
14. Arrange lecture courses and outside talent programs.
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1. Adopt financial and accounting system.
2. Appoint treasurers and "cankers.
3. Provide for proper auditing, reporting and publicity.
4. Budget all activities.
5. Raise revenue by various means.
6. Care for and distribute funds.
7. Assume responsibility for financing all extra-curricular
activities.
Miscellaneous Functions
1. Collect songs and cheers for the school.
2. Develop a "point scale" system to limit participation in
extra-curricular activities.
3. Provide messenger service for the office.
4. Provide publicity for various campaigns.
5. Promote school publications.
6. Issue school handbook.
7. Make awards for scholarship, music, and citizenship.
8. Charter and regulate all organizations of the school.
9. Cultivate proper attitude towards questions confronting
the school.
10. Stimulate scholarship.
11. Stimulate student participation in extra-curricular
activities.
12. Introduce students to progressive movements in education.
13. Determine eligibility.
14. Hold academic contests.
15. Develop constructive home room programs.
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16. Show what other schools are doing, and how.
17. Post calendar for the year.
18. Develop ideals and desire for good citizenship.
19. Make a study of tardiness and absence,
20. Conduct book and supply store.
21. Organize excursions and trips.
22. Assist in assimilation of new students.
23. Promote "come to high school" week for eighth graders.
24. Adopt insignia and regulations.
25. Provide publicity for all commendable work about the
s cho o 1
.
26. Promote good dress and neat appearance of students.
27. Hold fashion shows.
28. Care for bulletin board.
29. Care for bicycle racks.
30. Decorate school rooms.
31. Provide and care for school flag.
32. Collect material for museum.
It is the belief of the above author that the council
has no right to attempt to handle technical affairs, for
which the principal, faculty, or punitionial forces are
responsible. He feels that it should confine its attention
to student affairs, most of which will fall into the general
category of extra-curricular activities.
A scrutiny of the above items indicate that the activi-
ties in which a council may engage depend to a large extent
upon the size of the school, its type of organization, its
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traditions as well as other possible considerations. Many
of these activities are entirely out of the question in some
schools, but the list is ample by way of suggesting various
possibilities
.
4

VI
VALUES AND PROBLEMS OF PUPIL PARTICIPATION
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CHAPTER VI
VALUES AMD PROBLEMS OE PUPIL PARTICIPATION
Values of Pupil Participation
One of the outstanding contributions of the numerous
articles dealing with studies made of pupil participation
is the long list of values of the movement to pupils. Many
of these are given by principals of schools in which some
form of participation is in operation. Other values are
attributed by faculty sponsors, while student opinion con-
tributes additional values or outcomes.
Educators list many values .- Dr. I. Edwin Goldwasser
,
former principal of Public School No. 20, of New York City,
who tried out student participation, said at an address at
Adelphi College, Brooklyn ^ that in a pupil- centric system
of government spontaneous expression is substituted for
external repression
. As some effective mode of controlling
the freed activity must be made available, this is best done
by directing the energy of children into channels for the
good of the life of the school.
Some opportunities for this are: the regulation of
movement of the school in the building, or the playground,
1/ Bowden and Clarke op. cit.g p. 18-20
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in the street, the handling of tardy and truant pupils, of
classroom offences which disturb the rhythm of the work.
Participation causes school to become a thing very much worth
while for the pupil. He develops a sense of proprietorship
and learns to control himself in terms of the larger life of
the school.
A most favorable opinion in favor of student participa-
tion is attributed to Charles W. Eliot ^ . This is quoted
as follows:
"Student participation in school government con-
forms to three of the most fundamentals of education:
(1) The real object in education, so far as the
development of character is concerned, is to culti-
vate in the child a capacity for self-control, or
self-government, not a habit of submission to an over-
whelming, arbitrary, external power, but a habit of
obeying the dictates of honor and duty, as enforced
by active will-power within the child.
(2) In childhood and youth it is of the utmost
importance to appeal steadily, and almost exclusively,
to motives which will be operative in after life.
(3) Froebels’ doctrine that children are best
developed through productive activities, that is,
through positive, visible achievement in living,
making or producing something.
In a questionnaire sent to over 200 Iowa high schools,
2/Sheldon reported the following opinions of principals of
those schools:
(1) It is believed to help in developing a desirable
1/ Bowden and Clarke op.cit. pp. 17-18 .
2/ James A. Sheldon, "Pupil Participation in School Control
in High Schools of Iowa
,
" School Review 43.March 1935 p p 1&9-
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attitude toward school work
^2) It is believed to be an effective means of citizen-
ship training.
(3) It is helpful in the administration of the school.
A most favorable recommendation from a prominent educa-
tor and educational writer is that given by William McAndrew
formerly superintendent of schools of Chicago. In the in-
troduction to the book mentioned previously 1/ Ssiperintenden
*
t
McAndrew is quoted as follows:
"I had participation in pupils in every school
I was employed in for the past forty years. It
worked. It fostered responsibility, honesty, and
consideration for general welfare. Y/e ean*t teach
democracy unless we direct the practice of it,
doing it now and then, but as a main occupation."
One principal ^ who has successfully worked out a plan
for many years at Lincoln, Nebraska, reports that the prac-
tice of student participation is one of the most profound
means of teaching citizenship. He states that if boys and
girls are to respect and obey our laws and be tolerant to
those who must execute them, a genuine opportunity to solve
school citizenship problems is excellent training. This is
not theory
.
His belief is that no one can fail to be deeply impres-
sed with the faithfulness with which pupils live up to rules
of conduct which have been originated in the student body
1/ Bowden and Clarke op. cit. Introduction
2/ P.H. Pickell, "Training for Citizenship Through Practice ?
School Review 28, September 1920. Pp. 518-28.
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nor with the spirit in which pupils set about their job of
handling a problem that has been really turned over to them.
Another noted educator, Thomas H. Briggs ^ states that
student government is the original matrix for vital projects
and the greatest opportunity for development of citizenship,
furthermore every pupil should have in school a gradually
decreasing amount of control and guidance until he becomes,
at the time of learning, theoretically capable of self-
direction.
Teachers give additional values . -Several strong vs,lues
for a pupil participation plan are given by Dr. Oswald
Schlo chow
,
formerly principal of public School No. 109 of
Brooklyn, N..Y. These, supplemented by opinions of differ-
ent teachers, as shown in the literature, are given as
follows
:
(1) It creates a pride in the school and fosters
a proper school spirit by arousing and enlisting the
interests of the pupils.
(2) It appeals to many pupils who cannot be
reached by other school activities.
(3) It teaches the forms of activities of civil
government and is a method of teaching civics.
(4) It promotes friendly relations between pupil
and teacher by a free and constant interchange of
opinions and ideas.
(5) It offers the opportunity for the display of
social virtues such as honesty, toleration, and respect
1/ Thomas H. Briggs, "Extra-Curricular Activities in Junior
High Schools " Educational Administration and Supervision 8
January, 1922. Pp.1-9.
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(6) Public opinion can be readily evoked in sup-
port of right conduct.
(7) It causes pupils to see the reason and the
necessity of school regulations,
(8) It offers opportunity for the expression of
grievances and thereby affords the teachers the means
of gaining an insight into the pupils* feelings toward
the school and its work.
(9) It presents splendid opportunities for verbal
expression and analytical reasoning.
The opinions of faculty and students regarding student
government at Walla Walla, Washington High School as report-
ed by Jones ^ are as follows:
Faculty : It relieves them of wearing discipline and
establishes cordial relations with pupils.
Student s
: (1) A better order in halls, assembly and
study rooms.
(2) A feeling of personal pride and interestj
(3) A better school spirit and school pride.
(4) Better conditions in sanitary rooms—no
besmirching nor obscene writing or pictures.
75) Better scholarship.
(6) Better holding power of the school.
Opinions of students who have taken part in a well
established plan of pupil participation are well stated
in the handbook of the William Penn High School for Girls.
i
Exerpts of these opinions, taken from a questionnaire book
_
. 2/of Miss Wyman
,
who has been the sponsor of this group
1/ H.W. Jones, "Student cooperation in School Government 11 ,
School and Society 13, February 26, 1921. pp. 251-7.
2/ Wyman, Lillian K., Character and Citizenship Through
Student Government
.
,John C.Winston ^..Philadelphia, 1935
.
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for a number of years.
They are as follows:
Holding office affects character, makes one do one’s
best, awakens interest in others, teaches constructive
criticism, develops ability to handle people, to conduct
meetings. It gives an officer a sense of responsibility,
broadens character, helps in accuracy, loyalty, courtesy,
unselfishness, self-control, patience. It develops person-
ality, resourcefulness, moulds character. It tends to dig-
nity, composure, and better scholarship. It makes for
promptness, regularity, and efficiency. It develops self-
reliance, responsibility, poise, cooperation, moral strength
Responsibility : It places the success of the whole on
the individual, where it belongs. It develops integrity,
adds to self-respect. It tends to carefulness, neatness,
regularity. It encourages school spirit rather than class
spirit. It teaches appreciation of others' efforts, and
makes school more interesting, cooperation with teachers a
matter of honour. It teaches respect for authority, inter-
est in community service, trains in good citizenship, in
obedience to law, in honourable methods. It makes for self-
reliance, community interest. It enables one to make de-
cisions, to do things oneself. It helps one to orderliness,
obedience, and self-improvement. It creates respect for the
rights of others.
Preparation for Citizenship : It makes us good American
I
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citizens, it instills a respect and obedience to superiors.
It teaches cooperation and harmonious organization. It
trains unselfish and honest judgment, a sense of fairness.
It teaches division of labour and sharing of responsibility.
It teaches us to think and act for ourselves, to select our
own leaders, according to their qualifications, to improve
our own conditions. It maintains discipline by coopera-
tion instead of by compulsion. It trains good workers and
broad-minded citizens.
Broadening Influences: It gives one a feeling of dig-
nity. It teaches how to use liberty properly, how to do the
right thing at the right time, in the right way; how to make
laws and to obey them. It encourages initiative, self-
reliance, cooperation, loyalty to principles. It enables
one to judge character, to estimate worth. It installs a
feeling of good will. \7e learn to be capable, self-reliant,
self-controlled and to ha.ve the courage of our convictions.
Study by educators reveals additional values .- An ex-
cellent study of the values claimed for the movement was
made by two Colorado State Teachers College students 1/ in a
work previously mentioned as most valuable in this field.
Their conclusions were drawn from three sources, a digest of
sixty-five magazine articles dealing with the subject, and
the questionnaire previously mentioned, which gave replies
from both school administrators and students, wherein their
1/ Vineyard and Poole - op.cit.pp. 55-60 .
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frank opinions were asked, and to which one hundred, sixty-
seven principals and two hundred students responded.
This study showed that the attitude revealed through
the literature was that the movement v/as entirely worth while
as an educative agency. Some of the strongest arguments
favoring student participation were -
(1) There is a training in leadership, in self-control
and in the exercise of judgment and tact, and in other quali-
ties that go to make up the perfect man and useful citizen.
(2) It is a factor in character development because it
makes the pupil conscious of the problems of conduct and
demands of him the exercise of initiative and choice rather
than the dependence upon the decision of others.
(3) Student participation develops the students person-
ality. It fosters democracy, fair play, unselfish service,
consideration for the rights of others, and respect for the
law of the social group.
Claims made by executives and pupils who are favorably
inclined, generally agreed that;
(1) Student participation is a worth while element and
a successful feature of the school.
(2) It is conducive to better school spirit.
(3) It makes for more desirable citizenship.
(4) It is a valuable aid to discipline.
(5) It promotes a respect for law and order.
Many students also agreed that -
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(1) It has an educational value.
(2) It fosters a closer feeling of harmony and coopera-
tion between teachers and students.
(3) It creates on the part of the students a genuine
pride in the school.
Summary of Values
As a summarizing idea to recapitulate the above opinions,
the following statement from Bowden and Clarke ^ is most
appropriate
:
It has been demonstrated by actual practice and opera-
tion,
(1) That student government has worked successfully
and can be used effectively in all grades of school.
(2) That in those schools where it has been satisfac-
torily tried a much more wholesome and cooperative attitude
has been developed in the student body—wholesome from the
standpoint of conduct and scholarship.
This statement is based largely on the opinion of expert
and experienced educators who have made experiments over a
long period and the measuring rod of public opinion is a
fairly accurate measure.
The writer feels that practically all of the values and
outcomes previously mentioned are features any and all
administrators would like to find in operation in his school.
1/ Bowden and Clarke, op. cit. pp. 44-45 . I
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It would seem that these desirable outcomes can be found in
a practical plan of pupil participation.
Problems of Pupil Participation
Problems challenge the administrator .- One must realize
that pupil participation is not a perfect proposition. Hot
all administrations nor all pupils who have tried out the
plan are favorably inclined toward it. This thesis would
not be a fair analysis of the entire problem if it did not
include the adverse opinions nor list what appeared to be the
short- comings and problems.
In the study recently mentioned ^ these items are given
due consideration. The authors found that in examining the
literature there were numerous short-comings and dangers men-
tioned. They added, however, that it was noteworthy that
most of the difficulties were of a nature as to be neither
unsurmountable nor fatal if the proper educational spirit
existed in the school .
These problems, as found to be most frequently mention-
2/ed w were, in the order of their frequency:
(1) Lack of sympathy, understanding and cooperation on
part of teachers.
(2) Difficulty in securing responsible student leaders.
(3) Making work of administrators difficult and compli-
cated.
1/ Vineyard"and Poole, op. cit. pp. 61-66 .
2/ loc. cit.
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(4) Too much repression and coercion by faculty sponsors,
(5) Students mistake liberty for license.
(6) Some students slight regular work for extra-curricu-
lar work.
(7) Too much machinery.
(8) Difficulty of getting all students to participate.
With regard to their questionnaire the same writers
found the following additional problems presented by
administrators
:
(1) Lack of sufficient interest among students.
(2) Difficulty in securing capable and sympathetic
faculty sponsors.
(3) Maintaining proper balance between teachers and
students.
(4) Failure to have students assume responsibility.
(5) Lack of sufficient time.
(6) Keeping the undesirables from gaining control.
(7) Educating the mass to accepting the action of
student council.
(8) Politics resulting from fraternities, secret
societies and clubs.
(9) Favouritism and partiality among students.
10)
Added work on faculty.
(11) Difficulty in securing prompt action by student
committees
.
(12) Students object to be disciplined by fellow students.
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(13) Too much faculty supervision.
(14) Popular athletes attempt to dominate school life.
(15) Overworking of natural leaders.
(16) Development of self-importance.
Prom the students themselves the following additional
points were obtained:
(1) Lack of unity and cooperation in the student body.
(2) Student officers elected on popularity instead of
on basis of efficiency.
(3) Students do not respect student officers.
(4) Students do not take student participation
seriously.
(5) Students not familiar with rules and regulations
of constitution.
(6) Jealousy among students.
(7) Students object to "spying" on one another.
(8) Students object to punishing fellow-students and
tale bearing.
(9) Students dislike to hold office.
Some objections answered .- Mr. Prank Kieman, a former
teacher in the late Julia Richman»s school and who at her
suggestion became Secretary of the Self-Government Committee
in collaboration with Miss Richman, collected the following
objections and answers:
Objection Uo.l .—Pupil cooperation calls for a mental de-
i
velopment that children do not possess, neither is it
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desirable that children should become legislative, judicial,
and executive. We want to keep them young as long as we can.
Answer .— We have found the pupils of the sixth, seventh
and eighth years all normally developed, able to conduct
their own affairs—under judicious supervision. As for the
contention that cooperation induces precocity, it is un-
founded. The children, both officers and citizens, are
thoroughly normal, healthy, and sport-loving young Americans
and, I
Objection No. 2.—Children, when vested with power, become
arrogant.
Answer .—Five years of pupil- cooperation have failed to
bring forth a domineering state official.
Objection No.
3
.
--In the last analysis the supervision
necessary makes mere puppets of the children.
Answer .—Judicious supervision exercised along the lines
of friendly control has quite the contrary effect. Pupils,
teachers, and principal become co-workers and there is a
mutual exchange of suggestions that is helpful to all.
Initiative is fostered in the pupils and they experience the
miracle of co-operative action.
Objection Uo.4 .—The machinery is so elaborate that the
purpose is destroyed.
Answer .—Yes
.
if the machinery is so elaborate, this is
true; but it need not be, and in successful systems it is
not. This objection is founded on the erroneous idea that
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pupil cooperation is a fixed plan that cannot be modified.
Every principal must work out her or his own plan—any other
will be liable to failure.
Objection Ho, 5 . --The energy expended is not worth while.
Answer .—If a wealth of school spirit and an attitude of
cooperation on the part of pupils and teachers for the wel-
fare of the school state is not worth while, is anything in
this world worth while?
Objection No. 6 .—Pupil cooperation is simply for show;
it cannot take care of those serious cases, e. g. , thievery,
etc., which come up in every school.
Answer .—This objection supposes that the entire govern-
ment of the school is in the hands of the pupils. Rather is
pupil government an auxiliary of the regularly constituted
school regime, and makes the handling of untoward events a
simpler procedure than usual.
Objection Ho. 7 .—The children of our day are more in need
of respect for authority than the exercise of it.
Answer.—Why7 The children of our day have been quickened
by the inquiring spirit of our times and are quick to detect
the shallowness of the autocratic system. But where they are
trained to a rational respect for authority through a reali-
zation of the necessity of it and the participation in the
exercise of it, their respect and loyalty become unshakable.
Objection No. 8 .—Pupil cooperation destroys one of the great-
est influences of the school- -the principal’s and teachers’
—
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personal influence.
Answer .—Through five years the principal and teachers and
pupils have been brought constantly into closer and more ef-
ficient cooperation.
Objection No.
9
.
—The activities of self-government are
mere play. The children realize that the principal and
teachers constitute the real governing power of the school.
Answer .--In a well-organized system the jurisdiction of
the pupils is clearly defined, and realized, and lived up to
that an appeal can always be taken to the principal is a suf-
ficient safe-guard against undue punishments. The children,
of course, enjoy elections and legislating, but what objec-
tion is there to that? Their characters are being moulded
for democratic living; and are being moulded effectively and
joyfully. What more can one ask of an educational method?
Objection No. 10 . --We have self-government without the
machinery. Our children are orderly, polite, and considerate.
We do not need legislatures, courts, police, etc.
Answer .--And when the children leave the school they will
continue to be orderly, polite, and considerate. Each will
go his way and work out his own salvation, thinking that the
government of his city and state and nation is to be left to
the politicians. And when he awakes to the fact that the
politicians are in the governing business for what they can
get out of it and he undertakes to ameliorate conditions by
enlisting the interest of his neighbors and friends he will
45
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find them preoccupied and apathetic. Pupil cooperation aims
to make apathetic citizenship militant.
Objection Ho ,11 .—There are so many new and desirable sug-
gestions offered for improving the schools that we hesitate
to adopt this before we estimate its relative importance.
Answer . --Pupil self-government does not compete with vo-
cational training, school gardens, and other suggested addi-
tions to the curricula. Rather it supplements all school
work by putting the pupils on a sounder basis for effective
work in every branch of study. Under the conventional school
school regime, regulations and improvements come from the
principal’s office. With pupil cooperation each child feels
free to "speak up" to correct a defect, or to suggest an
improvement.
Objection No. 12 .—It takes up too much time.
Answer . --It takes five minutes of school time for voting
at the beginning of the term. The time given to it by the
teacher in charge or the principal (about two hours a week
after school) is a voluntary offering such as is given to
athletics, clubs, school orchestras, and other class activi-
ties.
Some major difficulties.—A careful survey made by the
Self-Government Committee disclosed the following difficul-
ties:
(A) The principal and other supervisors are so harassed
by a multitude of minor obligations that they feel that the
time cannot be spared for the organization and direction of

a pupil community
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(B) An equally formidable difficulty is the fact that
with the present overloaded curricula, teachers are strongly
averse to the idea of adding anything to their burdens.
But these, after all, are difficulties, and as such
exist only to be overcome.
(a) Was it ever intended that the principal of a
school be a mere clerk? Yet how many there are whose sole
business seems to be the adjustment and keeping of records.
Should not the principal be the intellectual and moral
leader of the school?
(b) Pupil self-government has but little to do
with the curriculum of study. It is concerned rather with
the relations of the children towards one another and towards
the school authorities. Experience with the plan has proven
that it so lessens the out-of-class work of the teachers and
encourages a more cooperative spirit in the classroom that
they can do more effective teaching work than under the old
system of school government.
As a method of teaching civics, Mr. Richard Willing,
Chairman of the Self-Government Committee, has said:
"Manual training, drawing, chemistry, physics,
dancing are taught by action. All these train for
individual progress. But civics, the one subject
to which the community can look for a direct return
for its support, is confined to the perfunctory
perusal of the dead letter. Do you think that from
the standpoint of citizenship our public education
has been a paying investment?... The present situation
is this - that we are leaving citizenship to the book,
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to the platform lecture, and to the patriotic song.
The time has come to couple up theory with practice.
There is only one way to teach citizenship effectively,
that is hy action. This is good psychology, good ped-
agogy, good administration, and good democracy."
Advantages outweigh disadvantages . -While these are not
all of the objections which possibly might be mentioned, yet
they form a representative list. However, the conclusion
is made that the advantages for pupil participation evident-
ly more than offset the obstacles in its administration.
One who wishes to seriously consider the attempt of pupil
participation in his school may carefully examine the values
claimed by both educators and pupils themselves.
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CHAPTER VII
INTRODUCING A PLAN OF PUPIL PARTICIPATION
The writer feels that this thesis will have little value
if it does not lead administrators into attempting a plan of
pupil participation in their schools. He feels, however,
that he must present, at this point, some very definite words
of caution end positive suggestion. Most writers are uni-
formly agreed in regard to certain definite prerequisites
necessary for consideration before a plan is launched in any
school.
Basic Principles of Organization
Make haste slowly .-One should not rush the formation of
a student organization to participate in school government.
Rather, the organization must develop slowly and gradually.
A lengthy period of analysis and study previous to the
launching of the enterprise will later be rewarded by a more
satisfactory and more workable plan.
Principal must understand and believe in idea . -That an
administrator must understand, believe in and desire pupil
participation seems needless to say. Yet this point needs
emphasizing. Just because some other school or administra-
tor has a thorough-going plan in his school and is a booster
for it, is no good reason for an administrator to feel that
all he need do is to say the word and the deed v/ill be done.
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\
It is not so simple as that. Much preliminary study, follow-
ed "by a deep seated conviction as to the desirable outcome,
is highly essential.
i
Education of faculty necessary . -In order to eliminate
the objection of luke-warmness on the part of faculty mem-
bers, their education must be undertaken. Through series of
faculty meetings the objectives, activities and values of
such an organization must be clearly and forcefully presented,
in order to create a desire for the undertaking as well as
to prevent preconceived misconceptions, as the teachers part
in the program is most important.
Student education then follows. - The most vital con-
sideration of all appears at this point. The plan must be
desired and demanded by the student body . The plan must be
built on a felt need by the students and not on any shallow
desire by the principal to have it. Just as the teachers
must first be sold on the plan, just so must the pupils them-
selves be sold. The salesmen are now the entire faculty.
Methods of carrying out this idea can be found by a re-
sourceful faculty. Some suggestions given are:
1. Give student leaders a few carefully selected
articles dealing with the subject.
2. Direct students to school papers from other
schools having plan.
1/3. Use of school handbooks.
4. Class room discussions on such subjects as
1/" Vineyard and Poole, op.cit. (Items 1-3 above) p.15.
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"Liberty vs License", "The Necessity of Government",
"The Limitations of Government", "The Importance of
the Individual in a Democracy", "The Power of Public
Opinion", and the like.
5. Brief talks by principal and pupils at
assembly. Current events discussed with special
reference to democratic tendencies in world's af-
fairs. Growth of peoples’ participation in own
government here and elsewhere.
6. Compositions - oral and written - Subjects;
"Should Pupils be Allowed to Control their Athletic
Association", "lhat I Think a Good Citizen Should
Do", "What Team-work Means in a Baseball Game",
What Team-work Means in a Democracy".
7. Debates - Resolved. "That self-government
would be good for this school", "That U. S. Senators
should be elected directly by the people".
8. Correspondence with schools having pupil
cooperation.
9. Informal talks with key pupils.
10.
Take pupils to loea.1 legislative bodies to
see first hand how it is done. This will cause
stimulation to come from pupils.=/
Parents and public should be educated .- Some means
should be taken to acquaint parents and the public with the
2/purposes, plan and requirements of self-government.-' It
is always more satisfactory to take parents into one's con-
fidence before attempting some plan which affects one's
school. Mutual understanding makes for better cooperation,
and prevents later misconceptions.
1/ Bowden and Clarke, op.cit . (Items 4-10 above.Pp. 121-2.
2/H .W.-lones
,
"Student Cooperation in School Government"
,
School and Society 13; pp.251-7. Peb. 26, 1921.
Boston University
School of Education
Library

Proper attitude of first importance . -V/ith the completion
of the several points just mentioned, matters should have
reached a point where the actual initiating of a plan may
he attempted. "Student government should he attempted only
when the students feel that they have a certain real respon-
sibility in the conduct of the school; that if one student of
group of students is allowed to disrupt the progress of the
school hy too individualistic action, diametrically or o-
bliquely opposed to the policy of the school on the rest of
the student hody, the interest of all suffers; and that if
each student is made to feel that he is in some measure
responsible for this sort of thing he will develop a pride
in the school and its aims. This is the main function of
the organization".^
Other preliminary considerations .- The general belief
is that the best v/ay of instituting a system is through a
developmental process, continuing through many months, or
even years. "Pupils should both operate and gradually de-
velop it. The principal and teachers must select the form
which seems best suited to their particular group and situa-
tion. It is the spirit and not the mechanics of the plan
that is of first importance . It is a good plan to start in
the center of interest, such as athletics. The constitution
should be kept simple, for it is not the constitution that
governs, but the sentiment cultivated and developed among
1/ Bowden and Clarke, op. cit . p p.130-1
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the students themselves. This sentiment will not just natu-
rally grow up as some suppose, hut it must he cultivated
constantly hy some one person or group of persons familiar
with such a psychological process."
Other suggested considerations which appear in the
literature are:
1. The council must represent the school as a whole.
2. The average student must feel he is well represented
3. Both students and faculty should he fairly
represented.
4. The council should not he too la,rge.
5. The organization should have definite powers and
duties
.
6. It must not he considered a disciplinary body either
hy teachers or students.
7. It must have something definite and useful to do.
8. It must not he hampered hy faculty domination.
9. All parties must recognize and appreciate the limita-
tions as well as the possibilities.
how the "big moment" arrives .- On a sunny morning when
everybody feels "chipper" the principal announces he believes
that the time has come .to give pupils a share in the govern-
ment of the school. This presentation must he made with much
care. Previous to this the plan of organization should have t een
1/ Bowden and Clarke, op. cit. p p.132-3
,.
‘
.
decided upon V
Drafting a constitution and getting started .- A commit-
tee should be selected to work under teacher supervision to
draft a constitution. Later this should be read to pupils
in assembly or the rooms. It should be a simple outline at
first. Later the plan and scope may be enlarged. It should
provide for a convention and election to be held in a few
days. Four or five candidates should be nominated for each
office. A week or ten days later an election by ballot
should be held in classrooms or in some practical way. Of-
ficers should be installed with ceremony, with prominent
citizens and community officials present for inspiration.
Now must be established the unwritten but vital stand-
ards of pupil government. To let the organization drift,
is to let it be wrecked. Early must be impressed on pupils
such phases of civic life as: the dignity of citizenship,
the sanctity of a promise, the responsibility of the public
servant, the right of personal liberty, the value of initia-
tive, the power of public opinion and the social injustice
of wrong doing .
^
Forms of Organization
In Chapter IV were suggested numerous types of organiza-
tion. No one can safely say which form is best, but Vineyard
I7
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p,123.
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and Poole suggest three guiding principles .1/
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1. The organization should "be large enough to exert
a real influence over the student "body as a whole.
2. The organization should he large enough that in-
formal discussion will seem out of place and parlia-
mentary procedure entirely proper.
3. The organization, if too large, should he broken
up into discussion groups in accord with principle
two
.
Home room representative type most common . -The most
generally found type, especially in small and medium sized
schools, is that composed of representatives from the vari-
ous home rooms or elected from the school at large. These
representatives may he either girls or hoys or both, depend-
ing upon the number of rooms. They are elected once or
twice a year in accordance with the membership of the home
room.Upper-class students probably should be in the majority
as regards membership.
Eligibility for office . -One very important considera-
tion in regard to the success or failure of a plan of pupil
participation is the securing of representative leaders of
the school as members of the council or governing body. The
literature does not indicate what criteria or requirements
should be kept in mind in this regard. Vineyard and Poole
2/ in their study suggested five factors, and found that
high scholarship seemed to hold first place in the opinions
1/ Vineyard and Poole, op. cit.
2/ Vineyard and Poole, op. cit.
pp. 16-17
pp. 44-45
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of principals. The following table shows these factors and
the response obtained:
Table 3. Factors Determining Eligibility for Participation
in Student Government
(Reported by 160 high schools)
Rank Factor Frequency Per Cent
1 2 3 4
1 High scholarship 83 52.
2 Proved ability in leadership 68 42.5
3 Approval of faculty 67 42.
4 Approval of principal 61 38.
5 Experience 28 17.5
They conclude from these replies that although high
scholarship ranks first, the leadership ability and teacher
approval rank high. Also that although experience was men-
tioned least, this is a testimony that pupils properly
guided can be depended upon to set up high standards in
selection of their leaders.
Guiding principles of administration .- Whatever the
form selected or the manner of election of members of the
governing body, there are five guiding principles which
the same authors ^ feel should prevail. They are -
1. That the plan should assure that student leaders
will be obtained in the legislative and administra-
tive body of the organization.
2. That the students who are interested and have
time for the work, should be selected.
3. That the organization should be a democratic one
ibid p .18
,i . \jo -
.
4
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in which each student in the school has the privilege
of voting and holding office. (This principle is not
in opposition to objective eligibility standards
which may be set up for those to attain who hold
office)
.
4. That there should be an opportunity for reform
measures to originate from any student in the school.
5. That there should be a system of reporting back
to the constituency from which representatives are
chosen.
The Constitution
Existing constitutions helpful .- Sample constitutions
may be obtained from any school where a plan of pupil parti-
cipation is in effect. Probably the best plan is for the
school to work out its own constitution, for the educational
benefit of so doing. A workable outline form of a constitu-
tion, suggested by Vineyard and Poole, is to be found in the
appendix. This should be found very helpful. Other sample
constitutions will also be found in the appendix.
Supervision and Control
Vineyard and Poole ^ say that it is most important
that the organization be properly administered and super-
vised by capable advisers. Pupils must not get the idea
that the organization is to dictate to the student body, or
else there is bound to be opposition, neither should enthu-
siasm be allowed to rush through measures which are the re-
sult of "snap-judgment". Much careful thinking and planning
is necessary, even after the organization has started off on
1/ Vineyard and Poole op.cit. pp 18-19.
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the right foot.
Faculty advisers need to be chosen carefully. One who
has a good background of education, a knowledge of the
project method of teaching, who understands the school situa
tion and in whom the students have confidence is vitally
needed for this work. The adviser should have much common
sense and patience.
1/First work of the council . -McKown believes that
there is always danger that the new council will attempt too
much, rathar than too little. He suggests the motto “Begin
small and grow large". The reason why he opines that the
council may want to attempt too much is that it feels it
must prove its worth immediately. The principal and faculty
sponsors must see that it assumes responsibility gradually.
The first few tests should be small, very definite and
easily seen and appreciated by the student body.
Some suggestions he makes for first activities are:-
Care of the bulletin board, conducting a lost and found
bureau, and conducting "school night", with council members
acting as ushers and guides. Other tasks suggested are
traffic duty and messenger service.
Veto power in hands of Principal . -Over all acts of the
council the principal must retain the power of complete veto
as he is the authorized responsible head of the school.
However, this power should be used sparingly, and proper
l/ McKown, Harry C. op. cit
. p^. 55-6.
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guidance should prevent the exercise of this power.
A council must be made to realize that its powers are
delegated to it by the school head and faculty, and that it
will be held responsible to these for its actions. Occasion-
al failures may be educative not only for the representatives
but for the whole school as well. Unwise elections, with the
accompanying consequence, may be productive of better se-
lection of leaders at a later time.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY
The writer, because of his interest in pupil participa-
tion, has endeavored in this thesis to survey the literature
in this field and re-organize it into more concise and prac-
tical form. He felt that this endeavor would be a worthy
contribution to the field of education, particularly to ad-
ministrators who might be interested in putting a plan of
pupil participation into effect, or in determining, possibly
why they might have failed previously in attempts to launch
such an enterprise.
Citizenship training, felt by many educators to be the
main function or objective in education, has excellent pos-
sibilities of accomplishment through a plan of pupil parti-
cipation. This plan offers what amounts to a laboratory
course in practical civics, in which all pupils in a school
may participate. It allows the carrying out of the idea of
"learning by doing, " believed by many to be the best way of
learning. Thus the regular curriculum work of the school
is augmented and supplemented.
Educational literature shows that the idea of pupil
participation is no new idea, no so-called "fad and frill",
recently cast upon the troubled waters of education. Rather
there are indications that pupil self-government has been
,.
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going on in the world from as far hack as the fourteenth
century, and in this country for nearly forty years.
Although there are numerous forms and types of pupil
government, the preponderance of plans are for the type in
which a selected group of pupils, usually called the Student
Council, are chosen to carry out the legislative, executive
and judicial functions for their fellow students. The
particular form or type may vary with the size of the school,
its traditions and local problems . Any and all plans are
good, so long as they work and function. Each administrator
must select the form or plan best suited to his immediate
situation.
By far the vast majority of educators, who have organ-
ized their schools on a student government plan, are most
enthusiastic about the benefits and valuable results which
accrue to the school and its members. Teachers and students,
likewise, who have seen such plans in operation, are very
favorably inclined to the idea, and testify strongly in sup-
port of it.
On the other hand some problems arise in organizing
and administering plans of pupil participation. The adverse
reports are given, but most of them are not insurmountable.
In fact suitable answers are supplied to most of them, and
the rest can be properly disposed of. In fact the advantages
presented so far outweigh the disadvantages, that there is
little doubt left as to the weight of the evidence.
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To put a plan of pupil participation into operation
requires careful consideration and much, forethought on the
part of the administrator. He must he thoroughly sold on
the idea himself, then must sell it, in order, to his
faculty, student body and community. There are many con-
siderations to he understood preliminary to the execution
of the plans. These must he carefully worked out, before
the selection of the particular plan which seems best fitted.
Suggested constitutions are given, and suggestions made as to
the activities the council should first undertake. Various
other activities for later consideration are given. Thus
the reader is made familiar with the problem of pupil parti-
cipation, with all its features. The benefit of the experi-
ence of those who have tried it out is believed to be a
valuable contribution of this thesis. One portion of the
appendix contains the names of the schools of Masssachusetts
which indicated that they had student councils in their last
biennial report to the state supervisor of education. Each
of these schools should have a constitution, and be able to
furnish information and assistance to those who desire to
inaugurate plans of pupil participation.
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APPENDIX

CONSTITUTION
(Suggested Pom)
ARTICLE I
Name of the Organization
ARTICLE II
Purpose or Object of the Organization
ARTICLE III
Section I. State the eligibility standards fcr membership,
if any.
Section II. Give the method of nominatin';: members.
Section III. Give the method for electing or choosing
members
.
ARTICLE IV
Section I. Give the names of the officers in the organiza-
tion
.
Section II. Give the method for nominating the officers.
Section III. Give the method for electing officers.
ARTICLE V
Give the duties of the officers . Place the duties of
each officer as one section. Number the sections consec-
utively as previously indicated.
ARTICLE VI
State the frequency of the meetings of the organiza-
tion and its subdivisions, if any, but do net include details
such as place or time. Those should be in the bg - lav/3
,
and
may be changed much more easily to care for emergencies than
the constitution.
ARTICLE VII
State the powers of the organization. One
should state that all plans are to be submitted
section
to the prin-
..
cipal for his approval or veto. He really delegates all
authority to the organization and hence has the inherent
right to veto, hut it should he stated as a part of the
constitution.
ARTICLE VIII
State the procedure essential to amending the constitu-
tion. It should be made rather difficult, for changing the
constitution .must not become a popular and diverting pastime
aid hinder the more important activities of the organiza-
tion. On the contrary, whenever the organization out-
grows its constitution, the constitution must he changed
to meet the new needs.
BY-LAWS
All the details essential to the organization should
he stated as articles here. If there are subdivisions,
use the term. Section, to distinguish each subdivision of
the article.
r.
CONSTITUTION
The powers, rights, and privileges of the council should be
set forth definitely in a constitution formally adopted by the
student body. This constitution will also state the general aims
and method of organization. It should be the result of careful
study on the part of students and teachers. Publishing it in a
neat little booklet adds to its dignity.
The suggested constitution may follow some such outline as
this:
Article I
Article II
Article III
Article IY
Article Y
Article VI
Article YII
Article VIII
Name and purpose
Membership and how elected
Officers and how elected
Duties of Officers
Meetings
Power of body
Activities of work
Amendments
Each school should develop its own constitution. The
following very brief sketch will give an idea of a typical consti-
tution .
SKELETON CONSTITUTION OP GENERA ORGANIZATION
Article I
Name and Purposes
SectionI
Name
The name of this organization shall be the Student Govern-
ment Association of the High School.
Section 2
Purposes
The principal purposes of this organization shall be:
1. To unify all student organizations under one general control.
2. To aid in the internal administration of the school.
3. To foster sentiments of lav; and order.
4. To promote the general activities of the school.
5. To develop in the student a growing appreciation of membership
in a democracy by providing the educative responsibilities of, and
privileges of participating in, such a democracy in the school.
6. To promote in all ways the best interests in the school.
..
.
ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP
1. All students, teachers, and the principal of this school shall
be considered members of the Association,
2. The council shall consist of one member elected from each home
room.
3. The principal shall appoint two faculty members to the council.
4. Elections shall be held not later then the third week of each
school year.
ARTICLE II
OFFICERS
1. The officers of the council shall be a President, Vice President,
Secretary, and Treasurer.
2. All officers must be members of the council.
3. All officers shall be elected by the council.
4. Officers shall serve for one school year.
ARTICLE IV
DUTIES OF OFFICERS
1. The President
a. Shall preside at all meetings of the council.
b. Shall call extra meetings whenever necessary.
c. Shall vote only in case of a tie.
d. Shall appoint committees.
2. Vice President
3. Secretary
4. Treasurer
The above officers shall perform the usual duties of their sever
al offices.
ARTICLE V
MEETINGS
1. Regular meetings shall be held once each v/eek during school hours.
The day and time of these meetings shall be determined at the first
meeting of the body.
2. Special meetings may be called at the discretionof the President.
~:v.
.
.
.
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Constitution, of the .Student - Congress
fBeverly High School , Beverly
,
Mass.)
Article I
Name
The name of this organization shall be the Beverly High
School Student Congress.
Article II
Purpose
The purnose of the organization shall be to afford a direct
and complete representation of the student body, to promote im-
provements of the school, and to encourage interest and part-
icipation in all school activities.
Article III
Organization
Section 1. Congress will consist of two bodies—namely the
House of Delegates and the Council.
Section 2. Organization of House of Delegates.
21 » Method of choc sing members.
1. Each home room teacher shall appoint, soon after
school opens, from the membership of her room a
nominating committee of five members.
2. The nominating committee shall nominate ap roxi
mately twenty percent of the pupils in the home
room.
3. Each nominee shall be approved by the home-room
teacher before being presented to the members of
the home room.
4. No uerson having a U as a final mark the preced-
ing year is eligible for election to the House of
Dele gates
.
5. The home-room members shall elect, by written
ballot, from these nominees, one representative
from each group of approximately thirty; namely
one from each ordinary home room, and three from
each of the senior home rooms.
:
Section 3. Organization of the Council
A.
)
B.
Section
*
Purpose
1. To act on all business passed by the House of
Delegates
.
2. To act as a Supreme Court.
(1) To interpret Congress r tions.
(2) To decide on all questions of school
policy submitted by the Principal.
I embership
1. This body shall be composed of ei lit Seniors,
six Juniors, four Sophomores, and two Freshmen
who shall serve during attendance at Beverly
High School.
2. These members shall be selected by the Faculty
Council from the House of Delegates as far as
possible . If no suitable members are available
in that body, the Faculty Council shall select
them from the school at large.
3. The additional members of the Junior, Sophomore,
and Freshman classes for the succeeding year
shall be selected at some time during the latter
half of May.
4. In case any member fails to return in September,
a substitute shall be selected by the Faculty
Council
.
5. The Freshman members for the current year shall
be selected at the beginning of the spring term
at the time of the organization of the class.
ARTICLE IV
I. Officers.
The officers of the House of Delegates shall be elect-
ed from that organization at their first meeting of
the term and shall consist of the following:
1. A President who shall preside at all meetings of
the House, at which he is present.
2. A Vice-President who shall preside in the absence
of the President.
3. A Secretary who shall give notification of meet-
ings called by the President, and who shall keep
records of the proceedings of the House.
—f
f
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4. A Faculty Advisor who shall be appointed by the
principal and whose duty it shall be to give
advice, but who shall have no vote in the pro-
ceedings. Upon the absence of the Faculty Ad-
visor, a substitute may be appointed by the
principal of the school.
B. The officers of the Council shall be elected at
the meeting in June and shall consist of the fol-
io'wing
:
1. A President who shall preside at all meetings
of the Council, at which he is present.
2. A Vice-Presi dent who shall preside in the ab-
sence of the President.
3. A Secretary who shall give notification of
meeting called by the President, and who shall
keep record of the proceedings of the Council.
4. A Treasurer who shall take charge of all funds
of both the House of Delegates and Council.
5. A Faculty Advisor who shall be elected by the
Council and whose duty it shell be to give ad-
vice, but who shall have no vote in the pro-
ceedings
. Upon the absence of the Faculty ad-
visor, a substitute shall be appointed by the
principal of the school.
Section II. Passage of Business.
A. The Council shall receive from the secretary of
the House of Delegates, all decisions (including
full committee reports) of that body and shall
have power of veto thereof.
3. The Principal shall receive from the secretary of
the Council all decisions in writing and shall
have power of veto thereof.
C. No decisions of the House of Delegates or of the
Council shall be renorted to the home rooms until
they have been approved by the principal.
Section III Committees:
y
A. Committees of House of Delegates.
1. An executive Committee which shall consist of
five members, and which shall Include the of-
ficers of the House and one other Junior mem-
ber who shall be elected from that organiza-
tion. The purpose of this committee shall be
to advise and confer with the President upon
matters of business of the organization.
(<
*
2. A Committee of Committees which shall consist
of one Senior as chairman and three other
Seniors
,
two Juniors
,
two Sophomores
,
and two
Freshmen elected by the House. This committee
shall nominate the members of the other commit-
tees for the approval of the House.
3. A student Service Committee which shell consist
of one Senior member as Chairman, one other
Senior, one Junior, one . Sophomore
,
and one
Freshman. The members of this committee shall
each act as chairman of temporary committees
whose members shall be selected from the school
at large. These committees shall be formed for
various types of service to the school.
4. An Athletic Committee which shall be composed of
one Senior member as chairman, one ether Senior,
one Junior, one Sophomore, and one Freshman
selected from, the Pious e . This Committee shall
investigate problems and shall perform duties
regarding questions of athletics brought up in
the House.
5. A Social Committee which shall consist of one
Senior member as chairman, one other Senior,
one Junior
,
one Sophomore
,
and one Freshman
elected from the House. The Social Committee
shall conduct the Friday afternoon dances.
The major committees of Council shall be as follows:
1. An Executive Committee which shall consist of
five members, and which shall include the of-
ficers of that body and one other Junior mem-
ber. The purpose of this Committee shall be
to advise and confer with the President upon
matters and problems of business of the or-
ganization.
2. A Student Service Committee composed of one
Senior member as chairman, one junior, and one
Sophomore. This committee shall be formed for
various types of service to the school.
3. a Social Committee which shall consist of one
Senior member' as chairman, one Junior and one
Sophomore. The Social Committee shall make
all dates for the class socials of the year and
shall conduct the Freshman social. It shall
aJ^o investigate all questions regarding socials
which are brought up in the council.

4. a Senior member of Council shall act as a
committee of one to take charge of stickers
for the year.
5. A Nominating Committee which shall be elected
at the end of the year and shall consist of
three Seniors who shall nominate the officers
for the coming year.
C. Other committees shall be formed by the House of
Delegates, or Council, as they are needed and
shall be formed in any manner that these bodies
wish •
D. Each committee shall meet with the Faculty Advisors
of its respective organization. The Adviser shall
guide the actions of the committee, but shall have
no vote in the proceedings.
E. Joint meetings of any committees of the two Houses
may be called by the president of either House
with the approval oi Faculty Adviser*
Article V
1. The regular meetings of the House of Delegates shall be held
once in two weeks on Thursday.
2. The regular meetings of the Student council shall be held
once in two weeks on Thursday, but the alternate week of that
of the House
.
3. Special meetings may be called at any time by the President.
Article VT
1. The rulings and amendments made by Congress shall be added to
the Constitution and shall be as follows:
I
Rules Governing Class and Croup Offices
1* The major offices of the organization of the school shall be
President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer.
2. The minor offices of the organization are any offices not
listed as major; such as a chairman of a committee.
3. A person may hold only one major office at a tire.
4. A person may not hold more than two minor of "ices at one time.
ff
c
.
5. There may be only two candidates for any class of ‘ice. The
election is based on the largest number of votes. Primaries
must be held by the class.
6. The executive committee of any class or organization maj
accent the resignation of any officer.
II
Athletic Rulings of Congress
1. Certificates shall be given to members on the various teams
every year, besides the sweaters and letters.
2. The captains of each of the various athletic teams shall be
elected within a month after the letters have been given out
a meeting shall be held in the High School with a member of
the faculty present, or any approved representative.
III
The Recognition of Insignia
1. Congress recognizes the insignia of two years membership in
the Beverly High School Band.
2. Congress recognizes the pins of the Beverly High School News
/Staff, the Hi-Y Club, and the Debating Club.
IV
Rules Governing Class Socials
1. All entertainments at socials shall consist only of members
of the class giving the social, unless outside talent is
necessary and approved by the dean.
2. Socials shall not be held during the season of Lent.
3. Hreshman and Sophomore socials may run until eleven o'clock.
Junior and Senior socials may run until half past eleven.
4. I embers of other classes maj^- go to the socials if the class
giving the social so desires.
5. All socials are informal.
V
Rules Governing Participation in Extra-Curricular Activities.
1. A person with a rank of B, or better, in fourteen units of
prepared work and with no failures may be active in two
school organizations.
2. A person with a rank of C
,
or better, in fourteen units of

prepared work and with no failures may be active in one
school organization.
3. A person with a rank of D, or better, in fourteen units of
prepared work and with no failures may take part in the
functions of one school organization, but may not take part
in any public School Activity.
4. A. person may be active, at one time, in only one public
presentation by the school.
5. A person taking part in a public presentation by the school
may not at the same time take part in any similar activity
outside of the school.
VI
Miscellaneous Rulings of Congress
1. Friday Afternoon Dances are to be held on afternoons fixed
by the Social committee of the House of Delegates:
2. A Senior Dance is to be held on April 1, which only Seniors
may attend in costume.
3 . The Seniors shall go to the Assembly hall on a bell that
shall be rung two minutes ahead of the regular bell. They
shall fill in the seats from the front of the auditorium.
4. No Freshman shall be put on the Traffic Sruad until the second
half of the year.

List of Massachusetts High Schools reporting
as having Student Councils in State
Survey of 1935
Group I Schools 1.500 or morej
Arlington Methuen
Barnstable, Hyannis Natick
Beverly New Bedford
Dorchester, Boys Newport
J. E. Burke, Dorchester North Adams
Girls' High, Boston Northampton
Mechanical Arts Palmer
High School of Practical
Arts, Boston
Somerville
Roxbury Memorial High School,
Girls
Wells High, Southbridge
Brookline Springfield Technical High
Easthampton Taunton
Fairhaven Walpole
B.M.C. Durfee High, Fall
River
Bartlett High, Webster
Fitchburg Westfield
Framingham Vi/hitman
Greenfield Woburn
Hingham Worcester, Classical
Ludlow Worcester, Commercial
Marlboro Worcester, North
Middleboro
f39 0".C . . *IU •
3
Group II (201-500)
Canton Orange
Dalton Provineetown
Dartmouth, North Dartmouth Shelburne, Falls
Lawrence High, Falmouth Shrewsbury
Holden South Hadley, Falls
Maynard Stoughton
Monson Needham
Murdock, Ainchendon Wellesley
Johnson, North Andover Williamstown
Group III (101-200)
Acton Marshfield
Charlton Merrimae
Chatham Norton
Oliver Ames High, North
East,on
Oxford
Hamilton williams, Stockbridge
Holliston Baldwinsville
,
Templeton
Hanover Warren
Hopeaale
Huntington
Weston
Yarmouth
;<
•
_
no
Group IV (51-100)
Douglas Memorial, East Douglas
Duxbury
Lancaster
Nedfield
Plainville
Rutland
Townsend
50 and under
None
Date Due
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Pupil participation in school
government.

